
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION WRITING
FOR INDIA’S OLDEST ONLINE STORE
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Client
Our client is India's oldest online shopping portal, 
offering electronic goods, merchandise, apparels, 
home and kitchen appliances, furniture, and more. 
Through its popular portal, the company caters to 
thousands of shoppers each day. They manage over 
30 product categories and tens of product variants.

The Need
Our client requires regular product descriptions for 
the new products and categories they wish to sell 
online. Based on the category, every product (SKU) 
has approximate 40 content attributes like

Features
Highlights
Long and short descriptions
MRP and Selling Price
Delivery Promise
Color
Accessories
Dimensions, etc.

Since our client's strengths lie in logistics and backend integration, they decided to outsource their
content writing requirements. They were also in need of a vendor that could offer data mining services 
for researching information that was not readily available.

The Need
Hundreds of new products are uploaded/ edited every day. Newer categories are also added regularly. 
With the aggressive promotion plans that the client has, they required extensive content for their portal. 
Even the slightest of error could significantly compromise their brand image,amount to huge losses, and 
put the backend in a serious spot. Hence, they required a content agency that could offer dependable 
research, editing and proofreading services.
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Solution
In 2009, the client approached LexiConn and presented an opportunity to create content for their online 
electronics goods portal.

Our content experts quickly grasped their requirements and molded our skill to learn their SAP-based 
templates, retail terminologies and product codes. Gradually we grew from category-to-category and
covered thousands of SKUs. Presently (2012), we process hundreds of such SKUs every month and 
ensure strict adherence to process and quality. We also continue to conduct extensive data mining to 
research information.

Writing Style:
We ensure that we write for the masses. Along 
with technical accuracy, we maintain a brief and 
crisp style of writing and formatting that is easy 
to read online.

Onsite Writing:
We have also carried out on-site product
description writing projects for the client - wherein 
our content teams have been stationed at the
client's warehouses, and have created content by 
physical inspection!

Solution
The client has applauded LexiConn for its high standards, timely deliveries and dependency for
managing a large volume of products. They are satisfied with our command on the creative as well as 
technical aspects of product description writing.
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LexiConn is a premier content writing agency based in Mumbai and Kolkata. 

We have been in business since 2009 and have built an unmatched USP. We are writers for business - both B2B and B2C. 
We deliver words. Over the years, we have worked with 600+ clients across 20 countries like US, Canada, Australia, UAE, 
China, Germany, Netherlands, and UK. We also work closely with some of the biggest MNCs in India and partner with them 
for their content marketing requirements.

LexiConn is among the few agencies that have in-house content writers, editors, and proofreaders. Our team comprises 
MBAs, finance professionals, engineers, and online marketing experts. Some of the domains we work for are: BFSI, 
e-commerce (fashion, electronics), IT & ITeS, Education & E-Learning, Engineering & Technology, FMCG, Furniture & 
Interiors, Health & Medicine, Lifestyle & Fashion, Logistics, Manufacturing, Printing & Publishing, Construction & Real 
Estate, Travel & Hospitality, etc.

Our services include content for Websites, Brochures, Articles and Blogs, Advertorials, News and Newsletters, Case 
Studies, Technical Whitepapers, Social Media posts, E-mailers, etc. We also work with authors and publishing houses for 
editing and proofreading fiction and non-fiction manuscripts.

Visit us at www.lexiconn.in to know more


